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Abstract 
The criteria for entirely bounded, periodic and antiperiodic weak so-
lutions of a scalar quasi-linear differential equation of an n-th order are 
developed via an asymptotic boundary value problem. The estimates of 
entirely bounded solutions (and their derivatives) of associated linearized 
equations are employed for this purpose. 
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1 Introduction 
In this paper, we deal with the scalar differential equation of the n-th order in 
the form 
*{n) + £ aJx(n"J) = /(*• *> • • • > *l*~l))> t1) 
j = i 
where a%,..., an are real constants and / : M
n + 1 ->• M is a given function. 
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By a weak solution of the equation (1) we mean any function which has 
(n — l)-st locally absolutely continuous derivative and satisfies (1) a.e. in M. 
We say that a function <p : M —> R is entirely bounded if the inequality 
sup \<p{t)\ < +oo 
tern 
holds for (p. 
There are only few results concerning bounded solutions of higher-order dif-
ferential equations (see e.g. [2], [3] and the references therein). In the beginning 
of this century, P. Bohl proved the boundedness theorem for systems of ODEs 
(see e.g. [7]). From this theorem, one can immediately obtain the following 
consequence for the equation (1): 
Theorem 1 Assume that each root of the polynomial Xn + YTj~i a j ^ n ~ J hQS 
a nonzero real part. Suppose that f is continuous on M n + 1 , i.e. f £ C(IRn+1,]R). 
and satisfies the following conditions 
(a) s u p | / ( * , 0 ) | < + o o , 
tern 
(b) there exists a sufficiently small constant L such that, for every t G M, the 
inequality 
| / ( i , t i ) - / ( t , f , ) | < L | | t i - i ^ 
holds for every u, v £ W1. 
Then the equation (1) admits at least one entirely bounded solution. 
Note that the Lipschitz condition (b) indicates Banach's contractive principle 
as a main tool for proving the Bohl theorem. It is therefore natural to expect 
that this condition can be weakened via results which are based on another fixed 
point principles, e.g. the TychonofT theorem. The main aim of our investigation 
consists in presentation the more general conditions for the existence of an 
entirely bounded weak solution of the equation (1) of that kind. Our results 
can be directly deduced from the existence of appropriate a priori bounds of 
the solutions of an associated linearized equation related to (1). Therefore, our 
attention will be paid to the linear equation. 
Let us remark that a similar approach related to systems of the first order 
can be found in [4]. 
The following very special case of the result in [6] will be essential for our 
aim. 
Proposit ion 1 Consider the problem 
x ^ ^ a / - ^ / ^ , . . . , ^
1 ^ x e S , (2) 
i=i 
where a t , . . . , an are real constants, f : IR
n+ —> K is a Caratheodory function 
and S is a nonempty closed convex subset of the Frechet space C ^ - ^ ^ M ) 
which is bounded in (7(IR,]R). Then problem (2) admits at least one entirely 
bounded weak solution, provided the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(i) for any q £ S there exists a unique entirely bounded weak solution of the 
linearized problem 
xM + J2^{n~j) = m ?(*). • • •. g ^ W ) . * e 5, (3) 
i=i 
(M"J £bere exists locally Lebesgue integrable function a : K —> K sucb i/iatf £be 
inequality 
\f(*Mt)>--->i(n~l)(t))\ <«(*)> a-e- »'«»> 
&OW$ /Or euery q £ S. 
2 Estimates for bounded solutions of linear 
equations 
As we could see in Proposition 1, estimates of entirely bounded solutions (and 
their derivatives) of the equation in (3) will be crucial. Consider therefore the 
hyperbolic equation (i.e. the real parts of roots of the associated polynomial (6) 
below are nonzero) 
Иł^aZ-Л-píť), (4) * < 
3=1 
where p : K —r K is a measurable function such that 
ess sup \p(t)\ = : P < +oo . (5) 
tern 
Writing roots of the characteristic polynomial 
An + t a i r i (6) 
i=i 
in the form Xj = aj + ifij, aj £ K, o^ ^ 0, /?? £ K for j = 1 , . . . , n, we may 
denote 
Aj := (+00)0 , , j = l , . . . , n . 
In the sequel, we proceed by the similar way as in [5]. 
L e m m a 1 The function <p : K —> K #wen 6y tfie formula 
ip(t) = eAl* / e^2-*1)*1 / * e(^-A2)*2 T
2 
JAi J A2 JA3 
/** 2 c(A.-A.-i)t-i [
n~le-*»**p(tn)dtn...dti (7) 
«!An_l JAn 
represents a weak solution of the equation (J^). 
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P r o o f Obviously, <p has a locally absolutely continuous (n - l)-st derivative. 
By the straightforward computation, one can verify that for n = 1 the 
function 
<p(t)=eXlt ( e-^pit^dh 
jл. 
satisfies the differential equation x' + a\x = p(t) (with the coefficient a\ = — Ai) 
a.e. in 1 . 
Now suppose that the assertion of Lemma 1 holds for n = k — 1 > 1 and 
show its validity for n = k. 
It follows from the hypothesis that the function <p given by (7), for n = k, 
and taking the form 
<p(t) = e A l t / . . . / *"V**--'*-- (V*'*-i / ' " e~x^p(tk) dtk) dtk.x ...dtu 
JAj JAfc-! \ JAfe / 
obeys the differential equation of the (k — l)-st order 
fc-i rt 
x(k'1] + S *i* (*-W ) = ^ / *"**'**>(**) A* , (8) 
i=i ^ 
with the coefficients uniquely determined by the relation 
A^1 + X;6iA^
1-i = n(A-Aj). (9) 
i=i i=i 
The function <p^k~1^ is locally absolutely continuous. Therefore, <p satisfies the 
equation 
fe-i ft 
*{k) + £ * i« ( *" i } - Xke
Xkt / e~ A ^p( t* ) dt* + p(t) (10) 
a.e. in E . Subtracting the Xk multiple of (8) from (10) we obtain that <p is a 
weak solution of the differential equation 
k-i 
xW + (6i - Xk)x(
k~V + J2(bj - Xkbj^)x^-^ - A*6*-i = p(*)- (11) 
i=2 
A trivial verification shows that 
fe-l k 
Xk + (h - AOA*-1 + £ > j - Ak6i~-)A*~J " A^k~i = II(A ~ Ai) 
i=2 i = i 
holds for the characteristic polynomial of (11), which completes the proof. • 
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Lemma 2 The equation (4) has exactly one entirely bounded solution. This 
solution is given by the formula (7) and satisfies the inequality 
8 U p | p ( t ) | < _ P . (12) 
tm | a i . . . a „ | 
Proof Uniqueness follows immediately from the hyperbolicity of (4). For n = 1, 
we have 
I Г* 
i*| / | e - A i * i | 
IJAi 
\<P(t)\<\eXlt\ \ \e-^\\p(h)\dt 
< r - r e a i í lim | e - a i í - e - a i i , | = — r , Í G l . (13) 
- | o r i | , - f A ! 1 ' | 0 f i | ' 
Now let (12) hold for n = k - 1 > 1. The function 
ft ftk~2 / ftk-l 
<p(t) 
çt ľtk~-2 / Ѓtk-l \ 
-= Є Л l t / . . . / e " Л *- l t f c - 1 ЄЛfcí*~l / Є-Лktfep(ťfc) flřťfc dť fe_! ...dti 
jЛi -/Лfc-i V jл* / 
is then an entirely bounded solution of the equation (8). Applying the inductive 
assumption and (13), we can write 
sup*€E |e
Afc* fAk e~
x^p(tk)dtk I j p 
SUp\<p(t)\ < ]— : < r i r , 
tern |ai . . .ajfe_i | | a i . . .a/c-il la/cl 
which is the desired estimate. • 
Consequence 1 If the characteristic polynomial (6) has only real nonzero 
roots, then the estimate 
supM*)l< A (14) 
t€K \an\ 
holds for <p in (7). 




Consequence 2 Assume that the forcing termp in the hyperbolic equation (4) 
is a T-periodic function. Then (4) admits exactly one T-periodic weak solution. 
This solution is given by the formula (7). Ifp is a T-antiperiodic function, then 
the function <p in (7) represents exactly one T-antiperiodic weak solution of the 
equation (4). 
Proof Consider the unique entirely bounded solution <p of (4). If p is a T-
periodic, then the function tp, tp(t) := <p(t + T) represents also the entirely 
bounded weak solution of (4), and we conclude that if? = <p, i.e. T-periodicity 
of <p. Writing x(<Q •= —<p(t + T)^ we derive by the same manner the second 
assertion. Q 
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3 Estimates of derivatives 
As we could see, there exists exactly one entirely bounded solution of the equa-
tion (4). Consequently, <p given by the formula (7) can take the form 
<p(t) = ex^ f e ^ - - ^ ) ' 1 / * e^3-A*2)'2 / * , . . 
JAh J\h JAi3 
.. f " " ePin-^Jtn-i f - l e-
x^p(tn) dtn ...dtu (15) 
J^n-l JAin 
where (t'i, i 2 , . . . , in) *
s a n v permutation of (1,2, . . . , n). Denoting briefly the 
right-hand side of (15) by [ii, i 2 , . . . , in], we can write (12) in the form 
P 
sup|[ i i , i2 , . . . , in] | < : r. (16) 
ftgK 1^*1) ^ * 2 > * * * > ^ * n I 
L e m m a 3 
<J([*1, 12- •••,«'»]) x r . . . -, . r . . 1 , - , - x 
— ^ ~ = A^ [li, l2, . . ., ln] + [«2, • . •, «n]. (17) 
Proof The formula (17) follows from the rule for derivating the product. • 
Lemma 4 
dm{\\ 2 n]) v ^ 
—— ^ " ? U = [ m + l , m + 2 , . . . ,n ]+ ] T ACl[cx,m+ l,m + 2, . . .,n] 
C i = l 
m 
+ Yl AClAC2[ci,c2,m + l,m + 2 , . . . ,n ]+ ••• 
ci ,c2-=l 
c i < c 2 
+ Yl (]j[AC i)[ci,c2 , . . . ,Cp,m+l,m + 2 , . . . , n ]+ ••• 
C1 >c2 , . . . )cpr=l j~l 
C 1< C 2<---< C P 
m 
+ {Y[\j)[l,2,...,n], m = l , . . . , n - l . (18) 
i=i 
Proof We will proceed by the mathematical induction method. Since for m = 1 
the assertion follows from Lemma 3 (see (17)), we want to show its validity for 
m = fc, provided it is true for m = k — 1 ((n — 2) > (k — 1) > 1). 
Hence, 
dtk dt 
+ ÍAfc[Ä;,fe + l . . . , n ]+ ^ A C l [ c г , Л + l,Ä: + 2 . . . , n ] j 
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k-l 
+ y~] AClAjg[c1,fc,k+ l,...,n] + 
С1 = 1 
Ar — 1 p - 1 
+ У) ( Д Ac-)[сь c2,..., с р _ ь к + 1, fc + 2,..., n] 
c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c p _ 1 = l j = l 
c 1 < c 2 < . . . < c p _ 1 
/ř-1 p - 1 
+ Yl ( П A ci)Л / г [ c i ' c 2 ' • • •' CP- i> *> * + *»• • •'n-
c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c p _ 1 = l j _ . l 
fc-1 p 
+ Yl (13! л с у )[ci, c 2, -. -, c p, Ar + 1, . . . , ?г] 
c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c p = l j = l 
C 1 < C 2 < - - < C P 
/ ř - 1 p 
+ Yl ( П Л с > ) Л л ^ 1 ' С 2 , , - , , с Р ' * ; > * * ' ' п - + " • 
C l , c 2 , . . . , c p = l j - _ l 
C 1 < C 2 < - - < C P 
+ ((Цлс,)Лй[1,2,...,п]1 = [* + l,fc + 2,...,n] 
+ Y^ ЛCl[ci,fc+l,Ar + 2,...,n] + 
Cl = l 
+ __ (nACi)[ci )C2,...,cp,fc+l,fc + 2,...,n] + 
c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c p - = l j — \ 
c 1 < c 2 < . . . < c p 
+ ( П л i ) M , . . . , n ] . 
J = l 
D 
Lemma 5 7/_fte characteristic polynomial (6) has only real nonzero roots, then 





O 7 7 1 P m, . 
— "CГT П І^JІ ' "• = l , . - , n - l . 
| a n |
 І_I 
(19) 
Proof At first, we can estimate each term in (18) (see (16)) 
< (IK) 




J=l \(UU °«i)(Пj__m+l *j)l I Пj=m+1 "JІ " K | Щ 
П ^ 
Now we can sum these 2 m estimates to establish the desired formula. G 
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R e m a r k 1 Independence of the estimate (19), under the permutation of the 




2 m p ч-L 
^ TГTПKI> m = l , . . . ,n- 1. 
I«n| i = 1 
(20) 
L e m m a 6 Let all roots of the characteristic polynomial (6) be negative and 





2mamP < —— , m = 0 , . . . , » . - 1 . 
O" 
(21) 
P r o o f Consequence 1 ensures the validity of (21) for m = 0. Fix m G 





eym p m < -н)-п», 
J~l 
(22) 
We have (m) choices of the roots a ^ a ^ . , .a«m for n roots of (6). Sum the (m) 
inequalities of the type (22) and divide by (m). Now, to verify the lemma, it is 
sufficient to apply the Vieta formula 
D 
c i < - . . < c m 
L e m m a 7 Consider the sequence of the "shifted polynomials" 
n—p 
лn~p + £ f l ; л n 
j = i 
-p~з , p = 0 , l , . . . , n - l 





< m = 0, . . . , n - l (23) 
holds for cp in (7). 
Proof As we could see, the derivatives of the solution ip of (4), up to the 
(n - l)-th order, are entirely bounded. Substituting y = x1', we get the equation 
i=i 





dt | ö n - l | | ö í n - l | | « n - l | 
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Writing z = yf, we have the equation 
n ~ 2 
*(»--) + 2 a j y t " " 2 ^ ) = p(t) - a„^(<) - a n „ ^ ' ( r ) 
i=i 
with exactly one entirely bounded solution <pH. Applying (14) again, we get 








by the same reason as above. Proceeding by the same way, till the substitution 






we get successively all the estimates in (23), which proves the theorem. • 
R e m a r k 2 It can be proved for m ^ 0 that the estimate in (23) is better than 
the one in (21) (see [5]). 
4 Main results 
Using Proposition 1, Lemma 6 and Consequence 2, we are ready to establish 
T h e o r e m 2 Let all roots of the characteristic polynomial (6) be negative. Put 
ao := 1 and assume the existence of real nonnegative numbers C0}.. .,Cn~i 
such that the inequalities 
ess sup \f(t, XQ,..., xn-i)\ < ( ) 0 m
n Cm , m = 0 , . . . , n - 1 
t€% \XJ\KCJ \mj 2
mam 
(25) 
j = - 0 , . . . , n — 1 
hold for f. Then the equation (1) admits an entirely bounded weak solution. 
If, additionally, f is T-periodic in t, then there exists at least one weak 
T-periodic solution of the equation (1). 
At last, under the assumption (25), the equation (1) admits a weak T-
antiperiodic solution provided the equality 
f(t + T, —a?o, - s i , . • •, -S t i - i ) = - / ( * , so, s i , . . . , a?n-i) 
holds for every (i, x0,..., xn-i) € M
n + 1 . 
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Proof Define (the evidently nonempty, closed, convex and bounded subset of 
the Frechet space C^-^R.IR)): 
S:={qeCln'1)(RiR) :\q
m(t)\ < C m , t € M, m = 0 , . . . , n - 1}. 
Choose any q e S and put 
p(*) := / (* ,« ( . ) , . . . , ? ( n - 1 ) (<) )> < e t 
Using the inequalities (25), we obtain from (21) the uniqueness and solvability 
for the problem (3). Since (25) immediately ensures also the validity of the 
condition (ii) in Proposition 1, we proved the existence of an entirely bounded 
weak solution of the equation (1). 
Defining 
Si := S 0 {q e C(M,K) : q(t) = q(t + T), t € M} 
and using, additionally, Consequence 2 we get by the same way the existence of 
a T-periodic weak solution of (1). 
To prove the third assertion we put 
S2:=Sn{qe C(M,M) : q(t) = -q(t + T),te M} 
and repeat the previous procedure. D 
Theorem 3 Consider the sequence of the "shifted polynomials" 
n—p 
\n~p + J2 GjAn~p~J', P = 0,1, . . .,n - 1 
i=i 
and assume that each of them has only real nonzero roots. Moreover, let there 
exist real nonnegative numbers D o , . . . , A i - i swcft that the function f satisfies 
the following inequalities 
ess sup | / ( t , so, • - •, g»-i)l < o^m An , m = 0, . . . , n - l . (26) 
i<=l, \SJ\<DJ * 
j = 0 , . . . , n - l 
Iften £ne same assertions as in Theorem 1 holds for the equation (1). 
Proof Using the estimates (23) instead of (21), we can repeat the method of 
the previous proof. • 
Remark 3 The periodicity assertions in the last two theorems complete several 
former results due to the other authors like e.g. [1], [2], [8], [9], [10], [11]. 
R e m a r k 4 Clearly, a theorem analogous to Theorem 2 can be given (see Con-
sequence 1 and Lemma 5). In this way, (25) can be replaced by 
ess sup | / ( t ,a?o, . . . , -*n-i) | < 0mTrm •—\Cm , m = 0, . . . , n - 1, 
<€K, \XJ\KCJ * llj=i lail 
j = 0 , . . . , n - l 
where n°=iKI := L 
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